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CLEANAWAY LAUNCHES PLAN FOR ENERGY-FROM-WASTE PROJECT
IN WESTERN SYDNEY
Cleanaway Waste Management Ltd (ASX: CWY), today announces plans to develop an energy from waste
project in Western Sydney.
The project will utilise leading European technology that will convert waste from households and local
businesses into electricity for as many as 65,000 Western Sydney homes. The proposal targets red bin waste
that cannot be recycled and would have the capacity to cut Western Sydney’s annual landfill volumes by
500,000 tonnes – almost a third of the red bin waste generated per year in the local area.
Cleanaway has entered into a joint venture with Macquarie Capital’s Green Investment Group to develop
the energy from waste project. Cleanaway and Macquarie Capital are co-investing and co-developing the
project which will ultimately be operated by Cleanaway.
Preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement is underway which will contain information about the
project proposal including environmental assessments. It will be released for public consultation early next
year.
Cleanaway CEO Vik Bansal said: “This project will be another milestone for our Footprint 2025 strategy, the
development of prized waste infrastructure assets for the optimisation of value across the whole waste value
chain - from collections to resource recovery and disposal.
“Energy from waste - as a supplement to waste avoidance, reuse and recycling – deals with our waste in a
more sustainable way. With the technology that is available today, there is an opportunity for Western Sydney
to become a leader in smart waste management.
“We are committed to a comprehensive approvals and consultation process that will, if successful, pave the
way for a facility using world leading high combustion technology to safely create energy from waste - without
generating harmful emissions.
“The proposal will be assessed considering the triple bottom line – making sure it creates social, environmental
and economic benefits. We won’t spare any effort to ensure the design is leading edge in terms of
environmental controls and safe for the community.
The project team will be talking with the community next. “Critically, we want to bring the community with
us. Cleanaway works with communities across Australia and that is a commitment we take very seriously.”
For investor enquiries:
Frank Sufferini - Head of Investor Relations and Corporate Affairs. Tel: 0416 241 501
For media enquiries:
Phillip Kelly - Newgate Communications. Tel: 0400 590 282
Cleanaway Waste Management Limited is Australia’s leading total waste management, industrial and environmental services company. Our team of
more than 6,000 highly trained staff are supported by a fleet of over 4,000 specialist vehicles working from approximately 250 locations across
Australia. With the largest waste, recycling and liquids collections fleets on the road - and supported by a network of recycling facilities, transfer
stations, engineered landfills, liquids treatment plants and refineries - we are working hard to deliver on our mission of making a sustainable future
possible for all our stakeholders.
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